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“Towards new understandings of silence”

James G. R. Cronin

Literacy cannot exist without the reflection that fills silence. 




“Fruit of Silence”, a reflective case study by American writer and teacher Marilyn Nelson (2006), considers the role of silence/meditation, what she terms as “contemplative pedagogy”, as a learning tool in teaching a literature class to cadets being trained at West Point followed by cadet responses to silence during their military service in Iraq during the Second Gulf War (2003--). Through letters, two former West Point cadets, who subsequently became Black Hawk helicopter pilots, communicate how they used silence as a tool to centre themselves in times of anxiety while on campaign in a theatre of war. One used free writing (writing non-stop for a set period of time) as a way of clearing his mind and seeing where and who he was. Another camouflaged meditating by sitting on his cot wearing unplugged headphones. As officers, both related how they had positively integrated silence as a coping mechanism as, for instance, when one of their soldiers was killed or wounded and they were expected, as officers, to show composure before their soldiers (Nelson, 2006). Nelson aims to transform attitudes: silence is practiced as a tool to promote reflection (“musings”) in order to encourage the development of more sensitive awareness. The result has an incidental, yet not insubstantial, role to play in peacekeeping within a Kurdish village. In Northern Ireland, with its memories of conflict, Anthony McCann, University of Ulster, is interested in exploring a “politics of gentleness” (http://www.craftinggentleness.org/ (​http:​/​​/​www.craftinggentleness.org​/​​)) where reflective silence, plays a part in peacemaking in ways resembling Nelson’s attitudes. Such approaches owe a debt to uses of silence in a political sense, as for example, Satyagraha (non-violence), devised by Mohandas K. Gandhi, and influential on the civil rights activism of Martin Luther King, Jr. Satyagraha owes much to Jainism, India’s traditional religion, where silence (mauna) is perceived of as a way to gain inner peace. To Jesuit theologian, William Johnston, Eastern and Western meditative experiences hold a common regard for silence as an agent in the transformation of the self (Johnston, 2007, November 19) -- Nelson’s metaphorical “fruit of silence”.
	Like previous conflicts, the Gulf War has been reflected through the words of soldier-poets. Brian Turner’s debut collection of poems, Here, Bullet (2005), chronicled his wartime experiences as an infantry team leader. From April to July 2004, his company was given the task of providing convoy security for supplies moving through Baghdad each day. The poems offer a direct first-person account of the war. In “Ashbah” (translated from the Arabic as “ghosts”), silence contradicts and threatens. The title refers to the poem’s subject, an exhausted patrol of American soldiers, wandering like “ghosts” through narrow alleys while Iraqi dead watch in silence from rooftops. A soulful voice sounds from a minaret as if joining with the dead in mocking the hapless plight of the American patrol.

Silence and the Romantic turn
Sara Maitland (2008) weaves a history of silence -- manifested through literature, music and art – between her experiences of silence and solitude on the remote Scottish Isle of Skye. Silence and time were integral to ancient creation mythologies (Maitland, 2008). In Greek mythology, the creator god, Kronos, was Time (Conrad, 2007). By contrast, the Judeo-Christian tradition favoured the power of the creator Logos (Word) to break the silent void, implicitly giving silence a negative cultural bias (Conrad, 2007; Maitland, 2008). In Western culture, Maitland concludes, silence broadly falls into two categories: the older kind, grounded in the monastic tradition, aims at emptying the self; while silence, grounded in the Romantic movement, fosters creativity and validates the self. This division signals a shift in meanings since Romanticism (ca.1795- ca.1825). 

Silence, sound and listening
Silence is a condition of consciousness. Silence is best understood in terms of communication with our inner selves, our environment, and with others (Miller, 1993). Composer John Cage’s 4’ 33” (1952), a “performance” of four minutes and thirty-three seconds of silence, is recognised as “haunting” the late twentieth century soundscape (Toop, 2005; Hegarty, 2007; Maitland, 2008). In 4’ 33” the incidental shuffling and coughs of the audience breaks the silence. These sounds become the “music” of the piece. For Cage, there is no such thing as absolute silence. It is a relative phenomenon. The perception endures. 
	John Cage’s pervasive philosophical intent marked a departure point for a recent symposium of noise and silence hosted by the National College of Art and Design, Dublin, in December 2008 at which David Toop spoke. At the symposium’s opening, Alvin Lucier’s sound piece, I Am Sitting in A Room (1970), was played. Lucier’s compositions explore the physicality of sound moving through space (Toop, 2005). In Lucier’s I Am Sitting in A Room, the composer, recorded himself narrating a text, and then played the recording back into the room, re-recording it. The new recording was then played back and re-recorded, and this process was repeated until eventually the words become unintelligible, replaced by the pure resonant harmonies and tones of the room itself. For Lucier, the climactic point is when “speech goes from intelligibility to unintelligibility, or from words to music. What’s beautiful”, says Lucier, “is that this point is different for each listener; it’s kind of a sliding fulcrum on a moveable time scale” (Lucier, 1995, pp. 92, 94).
	Recent scholarship on silence, as exemplified by the work of David Toop (2005), Paul Hegarty (2007) and Sara Maitland (2008), attempts to redress common negative perceptions of noise and silence by highlighting the phenomenological nature of silence and sound. Pioneering American psychologist, Carl R. Rogers, was an early proponent of the meaningful role silence plays in humanistic models of psychotherapy (Rogers, 1951/1979). 
	For Maitland (2008), silence can assist in making space to think and can make one more sensitive to the surrounding environment. The Listening-Room is a project facilitated by Áine Mangaoang and Piaras Hoban, both postgraduates in the Music Department, here in University College Cork. Each week, since January 2009, participants have been invited to contribute sound pieces to be listened to by the group. Sessions are archived on a blog (http://listening-room.blogspot.com/).This communal experience focuses individual concentration and makes the act of listening more sensitive. “There is no sound,” writes Hegarty, “no noise, no silence, even, without listening” (Hegarty, 2007, p.197). 
	Reviews of Sara Maitland’s (2008) semi-autobiographical work on silence offers insights into our contemporary culture’s perceptions of the phenomenon. Tobais Jones, writing for Sunday Times, muses: “[Maitland’s] journey raises many interesting philosophical questions. Is reading a book really a silent activity? Can a page with writing on it really be called silent, and is it less silent than a blank page?” (Jones, 2008, November 7, ¶ 7).  Kathleen Jamie, writing for The Guardian, comments: “Maitland is not unaware of the paradox that by writing a book, especially a story-teller's book, wherein language is a means of telling, she's going to invade the very silence she recommends.” (Jamie, 2008, November 15, ¶ 5).  These responses echo a negative cultural bias. Michele Roberts, writing for The Independent, states: “Silence has chosen [Maitland] rather than the other way around. Her book demands to be taken on its own terms as the vision of a highly educated contemplative who is alert to Western culture's distrust of loners and strong-minded enough to dismiss her critics with a wave of her cigarette.” (Roberts, 2008, November 14, ¶ 6). Western culture is simultaneously fearful of silence and yet fascinated by it.

Silence, discourse and borderline
Towards the conclusion of her seminal paper, Pat Belanoff quotes Michel Foucault on silence (Belanoff, 2001, p. 422). To Foucault: “. . .There is not one but many silences, and they are an integral part of the strategies that underlie and permeate discourses.”(Foucault, 1978, p. 27). Anne Ruggles Gere also draws on this source. (Gere, 2001, p. 208). Foucault claimed that everything that is formulated in discourse is already articulated in the “semi-silence that precedes it, which continues to run obstinately beneath it, but which it covers and silences” (Foucault 1969/2008, p.28). For Foucault, “discourse” is not simply a linguistic operator, but stands for the systems of knowledge that are constructed and validated by social institutions, for example, through education. Silence is the ground of literacy. As Pat Belanoff comments: “Literacy cannot exist without the reflection that fills silence.” (Belanoff, 2001, p. 416).  This sentiment is echoed by Anne Ruggles Gere when she writes: “Instead of seeing silence as speech’s opposite, we can conceive of it as a part of speech, located on a continuum that puts one in dialogue with the other.” (Gere, 2001, p. 206).  Silence intersects with speech and conveys meaning.
	Early in his career, Foucault advocated critically interrogating the “gaps” between knowledge systems: “concepts of discontinuity, rupture, threshold, limit, series and transformation” (Foucault 1969/2008, p.23). Pat Belanoff has seen this as a key to understanding the rich potential silence offers to education. Belanoff writes: “The peculiar point of liminality (that borderline) is exactly that spot where we are in-between facing backward and forward. We have “turned” or “bent” [her ontology of reflection] away from where we were but have not arrived at where we’re going. I’d like to find ways to keep my students in that doorway for a while” (Belanoff, 2001, p. 421). Nelson’s study illustrates this.   

Silence, time, memory and self
David Toop (2005), Paul Hegarty (2007) and Sara Maitland (2008) suggest that sound and silence have a history and are, in turn, “haunted” by memory and time. In Haunted Weather, David Toop comments on the affect sound and silence play on memory. He recounts how specific sounds prompted his mother’s childhood memories of German Zeppelin raids on London at the end of the First World War (Toop, 2005). My father’s memory of German V-1 bombing of London during 1944-45, while a trainee teacher at St. Mary’s Strawberry Hill, Twickenham, was made more vivid by his recollection of an eerie silence just as the diesel engine of the “doodlebug” bomb cut out moments before its rapid free fall descent.
	Time, to philosopher Anthony Grayling, has a mysterious elasticity, passing at different speeds for different people. “Suppose”, Grayling writes, “we are at the cinema together; you are enjoying the film but I am not. Time will pass more swiftly for you than for me” (Grayling, 2006, p.36).  Howard Gardner, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and William Damon remind us that “. . .each of us is dealing with a world in which change is rapid, market forces and opportunities are extremely powerful, and concepts of time and space are being rapidly altered.” (Gardner, Csikszentmihalyi and Damon, 2001, pp. 247-248). Silence and slow time are linked. Miller (1993), citing Bruneau (1973) interprets the notion of “slow time” as a form of psycholinguistic silence. Psycholinguistic silences in speech take the form of hesitations, pauses, and juncture. They are an essential part of the structure of language, and exist at the “micro” level of communication. “Fast time” silences are short-lived pauses and hesitations, which allow us room to decode the syntactical and grammatical configuration of the preceding utterance (or plan the encoding of the next). “Slow time” silences are those with which we register the complexities and semantic contexts of an utterance. They carry the symbolic significance of an utterance in an “organizational, categorical, and spatial movement through levels of experience and levels of memory” (Bruneau, 1973; Miller, 1993). Bruneau is careful to qualify his model as dynamically variable, with no easy differentiation of the two.  Ros Ollin has written: “Bruneau’s notion of  “slow-time” and “fast-time” silence has some interesting resonances for discussions on teaching and learning, in that he sees “slow-time” as inner time for the individual to think, absorb and reflect” (Ollin, 2008, p. 268).  This is a noticeable feature of Nelson’s study.
	Pat Belanoff and Ros Ollin characterise the process of reflection as bound up with silence and slow time. To Belanoff: “Literacy cannot exist without the reflection that fills silence.” (Belanoff, 2001, p. 416).  In his philosophical inquiry, Paul Virilio has been concerned with “dromology” or the science of speed.  Acceleration, for Virilio, is a major political phenomenon throughout history (Armitage, 2001). The “information bomb”, represented by relentless information acceleration, as envisaged by Virilio (1998/2000), has exploded and we are living through information fallout. New patterns of online reading emphasise rapid, cursive communal exchange as seen by web blogs, twitters, and online wikis. To Ollin: “. . .the conflation of language to communicate quickly and the lack of time for thought indicates that texting could be seen as ‘fast-time’ rather than ‘slow-time’ communication.” (Ollin, 2008, p. 273). Mark Bauerlein (2008) urges the preservation of slow reading and writing spaces in North American educational institutions at a time when the predominant learning culture in Western society is both advocating and facilitating greater information acceleration. 

Silence, space and looking
Western society has tried to create islands of silence within a sea of sounds by imposing spaces and zones of quietness. This has only resulted in a “paradox of control” because of the ability of sound to cross borders and boundaries (Bijsterveld, 2008).  Spaces where silence and slow time converge, in Postmodernist critical theory, include museums and galleries (Miller, 1993). “Space itself”, writes Foucault, “in the Western experience, has a history, and one cannot fail to take note of this inevitable interlocking of time with space.” (Foucault 1984/1998, p. 178). For Foucault museums and libraries, since the nineteenth century, had become heterotopias (Foucault, 1966/2008; Foucault 1984/1998), or spaces of otherness, characterised by liminality where the idea of accumulating everything had constituted a place of all times, in itself, outside of time, and inaccessible to the ravages of time. To Foucault, museums, libraries and galleries are heterotopias connected with the accumulation of time. Spaces affect perception (De Botton, 2007). Alain De Button succinctly expresses this as follows: “political and ethical ideas can be written into window frames and door handles” (De Botton, 2007, p. 93). 
	Are there visual silences? John Brian Harley, Peter Conrad, David Toop and Sara Maitland believe so. John Brian Harley, drawing on the work of Michel Foucault, argued that the notion of “silences” (omitted content) on early Modern maps was central to any argument about the influence of their hidden political messages. To Harley, in seventeenth century Ireland, for example, the fact that surveyors working for English proprietors sometimes excluded the cabins of the native Irish from their otherwise “accurate” maps spoke of the religious tensions and class relations in the Irish countryside. (Harley, 2001). In an analysis of Rembrandt’s Belshazzar’s Feast (1635) in the National Gallery, London, Peter Conrad juxtaposes “silence” and “voice” in the composition. In the painting: “speech is still the medium of divine action. The painting, however, is silent” (Conrad, 2007, p.85). Rembrandt uses paint as an “eloquent language to speak of death, lifelessness and immortality” (Conrad, 2007, p. 86). For Toop, Turner’s dramatic landscapes and seascapes makes atmosphere tangible and even audible: “J. M. W. Turner’s Staffa, Fingal’s Cave, may share certain characteristics with the sound of weather recorded by Chris Watson [BBC producer and former member of British band Cabaret Voltaire] or the sound of waves recorded by Bernie Krause.” (Toop, 2005, p. 57). Toop acknowledges that there are different speeds of looking: a painting may be glanced at, contemplated for hours, or a lifetime. “The paradox”, writes Toop, “is that Turner’s painting may have taken months of work to complete, yet can be scanned [reproduced] in an instant.” (Toop, 2007, pp, 57-58).  Maitland’s evocation of the abstraction of Mark Rothko’s Seagram Murals in London’s Tate Modern gallery space shows how visual silences can affect the senses. The nine large abstract paintings filling a dedicated gallery date from 1958 and 1959 and form part of the abandoned project to decorate the Four Seasons Restaurant in the Seagram Building, New York. The gallery light is subdued, as Rothko preferred, and it takes time to focus on the work. Reds, mostly deep reds and maroons, dominate in combination with greys and dull browns. It is hard to focus because the edges of the few dominant shapes are intentionally blurry and tend to hover or vibrate. The structure of each work suggests doorways or apertures which obscure and also hint at space and sometimes light behind. (Caine, 2008, 10 October, ¶ 3). Maitland describes the paintings as “. . .silence made visible; I was shaken by their power and their fierce dark beauty.” (Maitland, 2008, p. 145). In the gallery space: “silence seems to pour out of the work into the space around it. . .I came to believe that my silence was making my seeing more sensitive.”(Maitland, 2008, p. 146). Accepting an honorary doctorate from Yale University in 1969, the year before his suicide, Rothko commented: “But I do know that many of those who are driven to this life [of painting] are desperately searching for those pockets of silence where we can root and grow. We must all hope we find them.” (López-Remiro, 2006, p. 157).

Conclusion 
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